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Sensitive to Fragrances?
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the perfume industry to
which many are not aware. To protect trade secrets,
commercial perfume manufacturers a re
)
permitted to withhold disclosing

However, there is a dark side to
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ingredients; many of which are
potentially hazardous
synthetic chemicals
(mostly
petrochemica ls).

It's no wonder, considering the average commercialiy
produced fragrance contains 14 chemicals which often
present themselves as: allergies, sensitivity,
headaches, skin reactions, or nausea when exposed.
These effects can be from simple aromatic exposure
or physical exposure which can compound toxins
and accurnulate in your body.
Of these undisclosed ingredients. many can be
classified as carcinogens, hormone ciisrupters, lead to
sperm damage in men and when worn by pregnant
mothers can lead to abnormal reprcductive
development in male fetuses.
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Bark - Cassia, Cinnamon
Flowers - Carnation, Clary Sage, Honeysuckle, Jasmine, Lavender,

. Highly concentrated,

Neroli, Plumeria, Rose, Ylang Ylang

. Steam-distilled or cold-pressed extraction

volatile, aromatic
compounds naturally found in plants

. Fruits - Bergamot, Grapefruit, Lemon, Lime, Orange, Tangerine
. Leaves - Basil, Cilantro, Eucalyptus, Lemongrass, Melaleuca, Patchouli
. Resin - Ambergris, Frankincense, Myrrh
. Roots - Ginger, Vetiver

.

. Seeds - Black Pepper, Cardamom, Coriander, Fennel, Nutmeg, Vanllla
. Wood - Agarwood, Cedarwood, Juniper, Pine, Rosewood, Sandalwood

Essential oils have key reproductive,
protective, and regenerative purposes for
the plants from which they are extracted.

. Powerful, safe benefits
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Your sense of smell is predominately based upon emotions.
Most people tend to prefer one or two aromatic profiles
and several variations contained within those profiles.
MAIN NOTES

TSSENTIAL OILS

BLENDS WELt WITI.I

Floral

Roses, Jasmine, Geranium,

citrus, woody or spicy oils

Lavender; Ylang Ylang

Oriental

Ginger, Patchouli, Jasmine,
Fra n ki ncense

florals, spicy and citrus oils

Woody

Cedarwood, Sandalwood,
Vetiveri Patchouli

mostly any other category
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Citrus oils, Galbanum,
Neroli, Lotus
Tfue

floral and woody profiles
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aromatic profiles based on the
fragrance notes. Main notes are
\
Floral, Oriental, Woody -ano Fresh
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Michaet Edwards created
Fragrance Wheel in 1983 which
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What aromatic profile{s} are you drawn to?
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DIRECTION$

drops Essential Oils
o 2 tsp Carrier Oil (Fractionated
Coconut, Sweet Almond, Jojoba, etc)
6-1,0

1. Using a 10 ml bottle, add approximately 6-10 drops Essential
Oils. Getling the correct proportions is key to creating your

own custom perfume blend. For beginners, we recommend
using a recipe below or when creating a custom blend, use the
suggested blend ratio as a starting point:

OR
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2 tsp 70% alcohol/Vodka

Top

.

Notes:

3 drops

Middle Notes: 2 drops
10 ml Rollerball Bottle or Fine Mist
Stainless Steel Spray Bottle

Base

Botes:
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1 drop
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2. Fill to top of bottle wilh70% alcohol/vodka, OR carrier oil.
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3. Attach cap and shake well until the mixture is combined.
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4. For optimum results, let mixture sit for at least 2-3 days before
use. This allows the oils to fully mature.
5. You're done! Apply to wrists for best results.
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BE SUflE TO

BEI MATCHING
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3 DROPS LIMI

DROPS BIRGAMOT

2

DROPS YLANG YLANG

2

2

DROPS PATTHOULI

DROPS

4

FINNII

DROPS PATIHOIJLI

DROPS BERGAMOT

4

DROPS SANDALWOOD

2

DROPS FRANKINIINSE
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Perfumes are mostly comprised of Top Notes, Middle Notes and Base Notes.
Essential oils can fall within one note, between the notes or within two notes.

TIIP NOTES

MIBIILE NOTES

BASE NBTES

Top Notes are those that are the first to
evaporate (around 30 minutes) and are
therefore the first we tend to smell. Top
Notes commonly have a light and airy profile.

Middle Notes are active the second longest
lasting around 1-3 hours and are the main
scent or "body" of the perfume. Middle

Base Notes which are active the longest in
the perfume can last for several hours or a
day. Base Notes adds depth and staying
power to the blend. They generally offer a
warm, soothing, relaxing profile.

Notes can be profiled as soft and often serve

to round out the blend.
ESSENTIAL OILS

ESSENTIAL OILS

Basil, Bergamot, Cardamom, Cinnamon,
Clary Sage, Coriander, Eucalyptus, Grapefruit,
Hyssop, Lemon, Lemongrass, Lime, Melaleuca, Neroli, Orange, Peppermint, Spearmint, Tangerine, Thyme, Verbena

Black Pepper, Cardamom, Chamomile,
Coriander, Cypress, Fennel, Geranium,
Hyssop, Juniper, Lavender, Marjoram,
Melissa, Neroli, Nutmeg, Rose, Rosemary,
Ylang Ylang

My Notes:
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ESSENT!AL OII-5
Agarwood, Amber, Cassia, Cedarwood, Clary
Sage, Clove, Ginger, Frankincense, Jasmine,
Sandalwood, Patchouli, Rose, Spikenard,
Vanilla, Vetiver, Ylang Ylang

